Track Team Defeats Brown, 84 1/2 to 50 1/2

Stan Johnson '36, Wins Three First Places; Scores 15 Points

Jenkins Wins 889 And Mile; Guertin Wins Two Mile Run

Crack Track Team Undeated in Dual Meets This Spring

Television's undeated track team kept its record clean on last Saturday afternoon when it took over the Brown University track team, the outside of 84 1/2 to 50 1/2 as the Bear's home track. Stan Johnson, Tech's star hurdlr and broad jumper was high scorer in this meet, making up a total of fifteen points. He turned in wins in the 130 yard hurdles, the 100 yard flat hurdles, and the running broad jump. Stan thus brought the Tech record for the broad jump and for four months it was thought that he had lowered the indoor record.

Jenkins Wins Two Events

Carl Wells, Tech's other outstanding brilliant win—the in the 889 yard run with a time of 2:00. Carl Wells was turned in by Henry Guertin in the five mile run and John Guertin in the intermediate throw. John Thompson, the first put, and George Bay in the high jump, also brought home points for Tech.

(Continued on Page 4)

T. Smith is Appointed Member of American Committee at Geneva

Purpose Of Committee Is To Aid American Tourists At Geneva

Theodore Smith, instructor in the Electrical Engineering Department, has been appointed one of six state committee members of the American Committee at Geneva, Switzerland, for the coming season. The committee is charged with the protection of American students in Geneva, where he will reside during the entire season.

Mr. Smith is a member of the board of directors of the Massachusetts branch of the American Committee, assist in many yearly has been chosen, and he is well known for his professional of international education.

The American Committee has for each purpose something which is unique to Americans who are of the legion of nations. Each year sixty lectures or work was awarded to Henry A. School of Science and engineering development of American education.

(Continued on Page 6)

Smith Appointments

Naval Society Elects Next Year's Officers

Wells is President; Engstrom New Vice President

Arthur K. Wells, '29, of East Boston, N. J., has been chosen as the next president of the Naval Society at the annual meeting of the society last night in South Hall. Mr. Wells was chosen as secretary-treasurer of the organization for the coming year. All of the new officers were elected last night.

First prize for best letter paper presented for the society during the past two years was awarded to J. W. P. Balaban, '31, for a paper on "The Helicopter: An Assistant to Man." The paper was submitted for a prize set by "Marine Engineering."
Weathc or Not

IF...

You can calm the Faculty marauder
If you can quiet a parent in his rages,
If you can teach Geodesy and Mapping,
You can chart the Polar geographies,
If you can show them they can't do without
If you can - show them they can't do without
If you can temper the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
If you can chart the Polar geographies
And meteorologistics, like as not,
To distress... I bring comfort

I'm your best friend

I am your Lucky Strike

give you the mildest smoke, the best-tasting smoke. You wonder what makes me different. For one thing, it's center leaves. I spurn the little, sticky, top leaves... so bitter to the taste. I scorn the coarse bottom leaves, so harsh and unappealing. I do not irritate your throat. I bring comfort. I am the best of friends.
The Student Agitator

(Editors' Note: This is the first installment in a series of articles on the student movement. Carl Bridenbaugh and Norton Warner, editors.
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ChE Epsblon Eeects E. A. Koss President

The Technology chapter of Chi Beta, national honorary civil engineering fraternity with chapters in eleven universities, elected new officers at a dinner meeting of the chapter in the Silver Room at Wagner last Wednesday.

Edwin A. Koss, '15, was elected president; Charles A. Boett, '16, vice-president; Robert B. Spain, '26, secretary; Bernard E. Gordon, '24, treasurer; and Anton E. Hittl, '26, assistant.

"He who becomes master of a city accustomed to freedom and does not destroy it, may expect to be destroyed by it, for in rebellion it has been the watchword of liberty and its newest privilege as a rallying point, which either time nor benefits can remove. It is far to be forgotten."

-Nicholo Machiaveli

Walton Lunch Co.

morning, Noon and Night

78 Massachusetts Avenue

Cambridge

Quick Service

APPETIZING FOOD POPULAR PRICES

Quality Right Always

That's WALTON'S

1080 Boylston Street

Convenient to Fraternity Men

Veered by a Viol-insect?... light an Old Gold

When a silly seneerader shatters your nerves with sour notes... don't let it sour your disposition. Just light a smooth Old Gold. The harmony of its choice tobaccos will make the most dismal discords seem sweet.

AT TRYING TIMES.... TRY A SMOOTH OLD GOLD
Technology Golfers Drop Another Match

Golf

Teoh's golf team fell back into its losing ways yesterday afternoon as they fell victim to the Ambrose undergraduates by a 5-2 score. The match was played at the Overlands course in Ambrose.

Back Goodwin won the Beavers' lone point as he handed Oomsa a 1 and its defeat. Goodwin, Donald and Prosty of Tech all sustained losses while both Ambrose low-ball matches were taken by the home team.

Interclub Track Meet on Saturday

Sixteen Cup, Thirty Medals Will Be Awarded Winners

The annual Spring Interclub Track Meet will be held next Saturday from one to two o'clock. This is the first year that the contest has been held at a regular meet. Henceforth the meet will be held on two successive afternoons. Due to the favorable arrangements an unusually long track meet is expected.

This year there will be sixteen girls given the winner of the eight running events both in the high and low field events, and the Interclass rivalry race. In addition, fifteen silver, and fifteen bronze medals will be awarded to the second and third place winners of the regular events. The silver living cubes, donated by graduates of the institutes and won by the Tech players, are beautiful trophies that stand over fifteen inches high.

The cups are set on bases of black marble and are engraved with the names of the winner and the event. In addition, a gold replica of a Beaver Medal is placed on the center. All winners of these trophies retain permanent possession of these trophies.

The Interfraternity race will undoubtedly prove to be one of the highlights. Four men representing a good portion of the fraternities here at Technology will be entered. The managers expect the Tech players to win.

The cups are set on bases of black marble and are engraved with the names of the winner and the event. In addition, a gold replica of a Beaver Medal is placed on the center. All winners of these trophies retain permanent possession of these trophies.

The Interfraternity race will undoubtedly prove to be one of the highlights. Four men representing a good portion of the fraternities here at Technology will be entered. The managers expect the Tech players to win.

There were no other events held.

Fraternity Squash Tourney Years End

Squash

The Interfraternity squash tournament, which has been in progress for quite some time, is rapidly nearing completion. The managers expect the winner to be decided within a week.

The annual Spring Interclass Track Meet will be held next Saturday. It will be the second time of the year, which coupled with second places in both the bowling and football leagues, would mark the Walcott men as the all-around athletic leaders in the dorms this year.

When you come back next fall...

Take advantage of the "College Fall Special"

ROUND TRIP $35.00

You can save $20.00 when you buy railroad passes. The students are being offered a special price of $20.00 for a round trip to all the major cities. This is a great deal for students who plan to travel frequently.

Flying Course...

Details (Continued from Page 1)

By way of diversion, a big week-end of track here was going to conduct a race solely for managers during the intramural track competition scheduled for next Saturday. We think that unless some of the managerial staff is allowed handled the number the fastness that will be less than that which started the race. Incidentally we would bet on O'Connor if he were in the race.

A large number of details have been deferred in the dorm baseball and in the dorm tennis tournament to date. The tennis tournament is new in the third round, and the baseball competition is almost finished. Denia and Walcott are tied for the league leadership, each with one defeat charged to the season. The game will be scheduled between these two teams was raised out, so the played field just next Friday morning will decide the championship. If Denia wins it will be the second time in a row to be played by that dorm. If Walcott comes through with a victory, it will be the second title of the year, which coupled with second places in both the bowling and football leagues, would mark the Walcott men as the all-around athletic leaders in the dorms this year.

When you come back next fall...

Take advantage of the "College Fall Special"

ROUND TRIP $35.00

You can save $20.00 when you buy railroad passes. The students are being offered a special price of $20.00 for a round trip to all the major cities. This is a great deal for students who plan to travel frequently.

The latest report from your own teams is that the football season is already underway. The coach's final remarks are given below:

"The team is in good shape and we are confident of winning every game this season. The offensive line will be the key to our success."
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PREVIEW

Baseball

(Continued from Page 1)

two runs on base and later crossing the plate himself in Harvard's Big fifth inning, in which four scores were marked up for the Crimson.

One more game remains on the schedule for the Collegians, that with Westworth next Saturday. To date the Tech men have lost all five games played, but a win is expected Saturday.

City Planning

(Continued from Page 1)

Professor Frederick J. Adams.

City Planning research scholarships of $100 each, covering tuition in the graduate year, are open to candidates for the degree of master of city planning. Applicants must have received the bachelor's degree in either architecture or engineering, and have completed at least one year's practical work in the field of city planning or housing. Applications for the graduate scholarships must be postmarked not later than May 15.

UNDERGRADUATE NOTICE

Seniors who desire a photostat copy of their complete record at the Institute should leave an order at the Records Office, Room 3-106. There is a charge of $1.50 for the first photostat and $.25 for each additional copy ordered at the same time. These will be ready for delivery about the first of July.

Stratton Prizes

(Continued from Page 1)


The winners were selected from a total of eighteen contestants, no more than three being from any one professional society. The winners are restricted to fifteen minutes each. Judges in last week's competition were Professor R. A. Thresher, Professor Leonard M. Reiss, and Mr. Howard B. Bartlett.

The finals will be held in Room 70-A on Class Day, June 5. Three prizes will be awarded, fifty, thirty, and twenty dollars.

Smith Appointment

(Continued from Page 1)

to participate in the work during the summer and to carry on research in some subject of world interest. Last year's committee, under the direction of Professor Manley O. Hudson of Harvard University, prepared a report on the munitions industry for the armed forces committee of the United States Senate.

Moonlight Sail

(Continued from Page 1)

charge will be made for those who shared the boat.

Tickets may be bought from mem-
bers of the dance committee, and no one on sale in the main lobby during the latter part of this week and its sale will continue throughout its exam period.


Sigma Xi

(Continued from Page 1)

Mathematics—Professor G. Nottidge, Room 2-385.

Mechanical Engineering—Professor J. B. Waterhouse, Room 8-309.

Mining and Metallurgy—Professor E. B. Waterhouse, Room 8-309.

Physics—Professor P. M. Morse, Room 6-303.

HIGH GRADE

TYPEWRITING

Our type writers are experts in word work, typewriting cards, envelopes, letterheads, etc. They are trained to do first class work.

MISS A. I. DARLING

HARVARD SQUARE—74. THE FIRST.